Abstract-Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) tomography has been widely employed to spatially and temporally resolve gas parameters in combustion processes. The requirements placed on the spatial resolution of a tomographic image vary in industrial applications, depending on the size of the target field and the necessity to detect small features. Based on an optimized beam arrangement, this paper proposes a scheme to customize the spatial resolution in the design of TDLAS tomography systems. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme, for the first time, quantifies the impact on the spatial resolution of varying the number of samples of the imaging space, in both angular and linear dimensions. More importantly, the proposed scheme can be used to determine the most effective optical layout that would achieve a desired spatial resolution. The reduction in the system complexity will enable the sensor to be installed in practical combustors while maintaining reliability. Finally, we apply the proposed scheme in a case study based on experimental data previously acquired from an automotive engine.
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I. INTRODUCTION
L ASER spectroscopic techniques have been extensively applied to combustion diagnostics, enabling better understanding of the turbulence, heat transfer and chemical reactions in the flow fields [1] . Among these techniques, tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) provides high speed and high sensitivity using wavelength-tunable laser diodes [2] - [4] . In the past, line-of-sight TDLAS has been used to retrieve quantitatively the path-averaged temperature, species concentrations, pressure and velocity in reactive flows. To fulfill the increasing demand for monitoring non-uniform and turbulent flow fields, TDLAS is combined with tomographic techniques, namely, TDLAS tomography, which images the aforementioned flow parameters as multidimensional distributions [5] - [7] . Instead of requiring multiplane optical access to the combustion chamber, TDLAS tomography utilizes pencil-beams on a single optical plane to access the process. Fiber optics are typically used for in-situ studies where optical access is typically hindered by mechanical obstructions [8] , [9] .
The ability of the tomography system to resolve increasingly smaller features within the region of interest (RoI) determines its applicability to the study of reactive flows. Improvements in spatial resolution have been achieved either physically by denser sampling of the RoI [10] or numerically by data analysis and image processing [11] . Regardless of the data analysis and image reconstruction algorithms, there is a motivation to maximize the number of experimental measurements as this enables optimum performance of the subsequent algorithmic analysis. In laboratory studies where optical access is generous, implementations [12] - [14] have relied on mechanical means to rotate either the probing laser beams or the RoI. Although these implementations can be used to monitor a stable combustion process, the mass of moving parts places an upper limit to the imaging speed that can be realistically achieved. Among the reported TDLAS tomographic measurements implemented by mechanically moving the laser beam, Wang et al [12] maximized the imaging rate to 10 frames/second (fps), to the best of the authors' knowledge, by performing the measurement simultaneously from four platforms that each rotate a single laser beam. However, this in turn precludes such implementations from imaging highspeed flows, e.g. aviation engine exhausts. To overcome this limitation, we recently introduced the concept of solid-state beam deflectors to realize tomographic reconstruction with high temporal and spatial resolution. The laser beam can be deflected through an angle of 216 mrad at a repetition rate of 90 kHz using an electro-optic deflector [15] . Furthermore, stationary TDLAS tomographic sensors have been designed with multi-photodiode arrays [16] , [17] or fiber optics [8] , in which the spatial resolution is improved by packing around the imaging space the optics for more beams.
In industrial applications, the requirements placed on the spatial resolution of a tomographic image depend on the size of the target combustion field and the size of the smallest feature to be detected. For instance, process control in largesize coal-fired/biomass boilers [18] , [19] and thermal power plants [20] requires centimeter-level spatial resolution in the tomographic image, while combustion diagnostics in automotive engines [9] - [21] and swirl combustors [17] - [22] aim for millimeter-level spatial resolution. Visualization of the mixing process has been previously demonstrated for both the liquid and vapor phases of fuel injected in the chamber of Spark Ignition (SI) and Compression Ignition (CI) engines [9] - [21] , however the spatial resolution was insufficient to tomographically resolve the fuel spray pattern. Therefore, a customized spatial resolution is highly demanded for TDLAS tomographic sensor design. This paper proposes a scheme to customize the spatial resolution with a minimum optical layout. We present an analysis of the influence that the total number of projections and the total number of beams have on the spatial resolution of systems with limited projections. This scheme greatly facilitates the TDLAS tomographic sensor design by satisfying a given spatial resolution using a minimum number of beams and hence cost. We validate this scheme using previous experimental data from an engine fuel injection event. The spatial resolution is tailored to resolve the injection pattern.
II. METHODOLOGY
The fundamentals of TDLAS tomography have been well established to reconstruct the 2D distributions of gas parameters [5] . To maximize the effectiveness of the TDLAS tomographic sensor, the beam arrangement should be optimized while maintaining objectivity in assessment of the reconstructed images [23] - [25] . We quantify and customize the spatial resolution by using the minimum number of beams with appropriately selected linear and angular beam density.
A. TDLAS Tomography
As shown in figure 1 , the RoI is discretized into N cells of dimensions l c × l c . In each cell, the flow parameters, i.e. the pressure P, the temperature T and the mole fraction of the absorbing species X abs are assumed to be uniform. According to Beer's Law, the integrated absorbance b v,i obtained from the i -th laser beam can be expressed as
where i and j are the indices of the laser beams and the cells respectively, and l i j is the absorption path length of the i -th laser beam within the j -th cell. In general, Eqn. (1) can be compactly rewritten as
where A is the M × N sensitivity matrix that represents the chord lengths of all the beams within each cell, x is the N×1 vector of [PS(T )X abs ] v, j to be reconstructed and b is the M × 1 vector of the sampled b v,i . In practice, optical access to the process is limited, resulting in a rank-deficient problem where Rank(A)< N. In this case, x can be reconstructed by performing the first-order Tikhonov regularization [26] in which the null space of A is spanned with a smoothing matrix L, defined as where k is the total number of cells neighbouring the i-th cell.
As Lx = 0 is satisfied by any uniform x, x is solved by
where λ is the regularization parameter that balances robustness versus accuracy in the solution.
The Euler equation for Eqn. (4) is
and can be solved by
B. Optimization of Beam Arrangement
Given no prior information regarding the distribution, it has been shown that a regular beam array, i.e. equi-angular projections and equi-spaced beams within each projection, leads to uniformly distributing the sampling deficiency across the RoI thus it is preferred over an irregular beam arrangement [23] - [25] . Therefore, this work employs the regular beam arrangement and the parameters to be optimized are the beam spacing within each projection ( d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d m ) and the angular spacing between projections θ . These two parameters are optimized to minimize the fitness value based on the resolution matrix [27] .
Assuming the projection data contain a noise-free component b exact and a noise-contaminated component δb,
Then, Eqn. (6) becomes,
where R = A # A is the resolution matrix. The reconstruction error is defined as where I is the identity matrix. With respect to the rankdeficient problem, δx is dominated by the term (R − I) x exact as the error on solution x λ is less sensitive to δb over a wide range of λ. In this work, λ is fixed at 0.25 so as to keep the same weight for smoothness and accuracy in all reconstructions. Therefore, the beam arrangement should be optimized to minimize the Frobenius norm of (R − I) given by
where contains the information of the beam arrange-
A genetic algorithm is used in the optimization to find the global minimum value of F( ) [27] , [28] . The iteration is initiated with 100 randomly generated combinations of . Then, 10 combinations with the lowest F( ) are selected to generate the second generation. For each selected combination, 10 children were generated by randomly perturbing the elements in (
with Gaussian noise. This iteration continues until successive generations yield no further improvement in F( ). Given a RoI of 50×50 cells, the optimization progress with for example, 4 projections and 30 beams per projection (referred to as 4×30 hereafter), is monitored by plotting the smallest and average F( ) in each generation as can be seen in Figure 2 . The iteration stops after the 8 th generation, giving an optimized beam layout
C. Quantification and Customization of Spatial Resolution
In tomographic application, the smallest feature that can be detected in the RoI is represented by the sharpness of the reconstructed image. As introduced in our previous work [25] , the spatial resolution of a tomographic image can be quantified objectively by introducing a sharp-edged inhomogeneity, i.e. a local "step input", and calculating the edge spread function (ESF), i.e. spatial equivalence of "rise-time". As shown in Figure 3 (a) , a 2D phantom of gas concentration distribution is created with a sharp-edged rectangular inhomogeneity. As the spatial resolution only as a function of beam layout is studied here, we simplified the tomographic problem by assuming the phantom has uniform distribution of pressure and temperature. Figure 3 (b) shows the reconstruction of the Quantification of local spatial resolution with the optimized 4×30 beam arrangement: (a) phantom of gas concentration distribution C exp with a sharp-edged rectangular inhomogeneity; (b) reconstructed gas concentration distribution C rec ; and (c) spatial resolution in the selected sector defined by the linear distance that covers the change of normalized intensity of the edge spread function from 10% to 90%. phantom with the optimized beam arrangement, 4×30. With a fixed regularization parameter λ, the rank-deficiency of the TDLAS tomographic problem is the only factor influencing the extent of edge blurring in the tomographic image. Within a rectangular quantification sector as shown by the white outline in Figures 3(a), (b) , the linear distance that covers the change of normalized intensity of the ESF from 10% to 90% is defined as the local limiting spatial resolution δ sector as shown in Figure 3 (c) .
To characterize the global spatial resolution of the tomographic image, the RoI is segmented into a total of 32 quantification sectors at various angular positions on 5 concentric radial tracks, resulting in the segmentation pattern shown in Figure 4 (a). In this way, the spatial resolution in terms of both the linear and angular axes of the sinogram plot can be interrogated. The spatial resolution within each sector is obtained by profiling the ESF when the rectangular inhomogeneity is rotated to the angle with its long edge perpendicular to the long side of the sector. For example, Figures 4 (b)-(e) show the quantification of the local spatial resolution in the 5 sectors on the 2 nd track. The inhomogeneity is rotated to the angular positions 0°, 72°, 144°, 216°, and 288°to obtain the spatial resolution, quantitatively and objectively, in the five sectors. The spatial resolution map shown in Figure 5 is obtained when the procedure described above is repeated for all the sectors in all tracks. In this case, the local spatial resolution ranges from approx. 0.9l c to 1.7l c . The global spatial resolution δ global is defined as the mean value of all the local spatial resolutions in all the sectors, which equals 1.33l c in case of the 4×30 beam arrangement.
The global spatial resolution for other beam arrangements is calculated in the same way and the results shown in Figure 6 . Each of these beam arrangements is optimized using the resolution matrix introduced in Section II B. Figure 6 shows how the spatial resolution is influenced by different beam arrangements, initiating TDLAS tomographic sensor design towards the customized spatial resolution in terms of properly laying the laser beams in linear and angular dimensions of the imaging space. The results suggest that, for a fixed total beam count, having more beams per projection (i.e. denser projections) improves the spatial resolution more significantly than having more angular projections. This holds true for four or more angular projections; the spatial resolution deteriorates with three or fewer angular projections irrespective of having more beams per projection. For instance, the δ global achieved by the 8×15 beam arrangement is 2.32l c . Given a total of 120 laser beams, δ global decreases monotonically with denser projections but fewer projections, reaching the minimum value of 1.33l c with a 4×30 beam arrangement. However, as stated earlier, further angular under-sampling by a 3×40 beam arrangement results in worsening of the spatial resolution (1.91l c ). We can conclude that the excessive angular under-sampling cannot be compensated for by denser linear sampling.
The results also enable sensor design to achieve a target spatial resolution with minimal optical layout.The reduction of the optical layout complexity facilitates embedding of the tomographic sensors in combustors with reduced requirements on optical access, making TDLAS tomography more reliable for in situ and real-time monitoring of practical combustors at elevated pressures and temperatures.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the proposed scheme is applied to a TDLAS tomographic sensor design for CI engine diagnostics where sufficient spatial resolution is mandatory to image the fuel injection event. Subsequently, we validate the proposed scheme by reconstructing the fuel spray pattern extracted from the tomographic images. Comparing results obtained using different beam layouts having a similar number of beams, the beam arrangement arrived at using our method is shown to be the most efficient solution. Figure 7 (a) depicts the concentration distribution of fuel vapor obtained by Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) [9] . As PLIF uses a digital camera to capture the 2D target field [29] , we assume that the spatial resolution is sufficient to accurately represent the phantom in the tomographic forward problem. Although PLIF can achieve excellent spatial resolution, its implementation requires a high-power and bulky Nd:YAG laser, which typically entails significant safety requirements and typically requires to be operated in a dust free environment. Compared with TDLAS tomography, PLIF is more difficult to apply to practical combustion diagnosis in harsh environments. To facilitate data analysis, the values of gas concentration in the cells are scaled to 0-100%. There are seven distinct high-concentration regions noted HC 1−7 in Figure 7 (b) and their centers are projected to the center of the RoI.
A. Test Platform
The injection pattern is characterized by the location and shape of the high-concentration regions. The location reveals the swirl behavior while the shape denotes mixing of the fuel. As shown in Figure 8 (b) , the location is defined by the distance from the centroid for each high-concentration region to the center of the RoI, r HC , and the angular separation from the positive x axis of the RoI, α HC . The shape of the high-concentration region is characterized here simply by its perimeter, p HC , calculated as the number of cells overlapping with the edge of the feature multiplied by the cell width.
When characterizing the fuel injection, the fuel distribution should be reconstructed with a clear boundary for each highconcentration region to extract accurately the r HC , α HC , and p HC parameters. As shown in Figure 7 (a) , the minimum distance between the peak and boundary values of the highconcentration regions ranges approximately from 1.5l c to 2l c . This implies that the tomography system must be capable of resolving inhomogeneities equal to or smaller than 1.5l c .
B. Scheme Validation
As shown in Figure 6 , the 4×25 beam arrangement can achieve a spatial resolution of 1.41l c (better than the required 1.5l c ) with a minimum number of projections. The optimized parameters for this layout are (
. Therefore, the spatial resolution is customized to 1.41l c in this experiment. The 4×25 beam arrangement is the most effective way to reconstruct the fuel injection pattern. To verify this result, the fuel injection pattern is also reconstructed using a similar number of total beams but with different beam arrangements. Specifically, we cover the beam arrangements 3×34 (102 beams) and 5×20 (100 beams) corresponding to a spatial resolution of 2.06l c and 1.99l c respectively. The optimized beam layouts for 3×34 and 5×20 are (
respectively. As shown in Figure 9 , the boundaries of the high-concentration regions are blurred and distorted due to the inadequate spatial resolution. Regions of significant overlap can be seen between HC 2 /HC 3 , HC 5 /HC 6 for the 3×34, and HC 2 /HC 3 for the 5×20. Such overlaps can lead to false recognition of the fuel injection pattern. These arrangements are therefore unsuitable to image the test pattern in this work. With a priori information, such as the threshold values of each high-concentration region and the gap between the neighbouring regions, the post image processing will indeed help in recovering the features if the ambiguous images suffer from overlap between the high-concentration regions. However, the proposed method is more robust when a priori information is not available. An acceptable tomographic image obtained using the customized spatial resolution will also significantly save on computation cost, facilitating the realization of realtime TDLAS tomography on a low-cost system-on-chip.
C. Discussion
In practice, the projection data are always contaminated with noise, which may arise from flow-field-induced beam steering, laser power fluctuations or noise sources within the photo-detection circuit. To examine the proposed scheme for noise-contaminated data, we added random noise to the noisefree data. Using the customized spatial resolution of 1.41l c and the 4×25 beam arrangement, Figure 10 shows the reconstructed images of the fuel injection event with 2%, 5% and 8% random noise added to the measurements. Image quality deteriorates as the noise level increases. Nevertheless, all of the seven high-concentration regions are unambiguously resolved even with 8% noise. This suggests that the customized spatial resolution of 1.41l c is still valid for feature extraction with the noise-contaminated data.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In response to the need for detecting small features in industrial applications, this work proposed a scheme to customize the spatial resolution for TDLAS tomography. This study adopted regular beam arrays having equi-angular projections and uniform parallel beam spacing within each projection. To maximize objectivity in assessing the reconstructed images, each beam arrangement was optimized in terms of angular and linear dimensions using the resolution matrix. Based on the systematic and objective quantification of spatial resolution, a map of the spatial resolution was obtained as a function of the different beam arrangements. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme, for the first time, reveals quantitatively the impact of introducing denser linear and angular projections on improving the spatial resolution, and therefore initiates the design of practical TDLAS tomographic sensors that achieve a desired spatial resolution with minimum optical layout complexity.
The proposed scheme was applied to CI engine fuel distribution data obtained by PLIF and validated by simulated tomographic reconstruction of the fuel injection pattern. According to the requirement of resolving the feature with the minimum dimension larger than 1.5l c , the spatial resolution was customized to 1.41l c and achieved using a 4×25 beam arrangement. The tomographic image based on the customized spatial resolution faithfully represents the original fuel injection pattern. Compared with systems having a similar total number of beams in 3×34 and 5×20 beam arrangements, the 4×25 beam arrangement is the most cost-effective solution for both noise-free and noise-contaminated measurements. The results indicate the proposed scheme of customizing the spatial resolution also guides a cost-effective beam arrangement for tomographic imaging of the fuel distribution in CI engines. It is worth noting that the numerical results obtained here hold out the prospect of achieving spatial resolution of 3 mm or less, for a typical automotive engine with cylinder bore approx. 80 mm, and an optimized layout of 100 beams. This is to be compared with values of about 8 mm when 30 beams were deployed in a less prescriptive manner [25] . The proposed scheme can be extended to other applications where physical constraints prevent dense image space sampling, such as combustion diagnosis of boilers and power plants.
